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The idea that the human body consists of 'subtle bodies' psycho-spiritual essences - can be found in a variety of
esoteric traditions. This radical form of selfhood challenges
the dualisms at the heart of Western discourse : mind/body,
divine/human, matter/spirit, reason/emotion, I/other. 'Angels
of Desire' explores the aesthetics and ethics of subtle bodies.
What emerges is an understanding of embodiment not
exclusively tied to materiality. The book examines the use of
subtle bodies across a range of traditions, yogic, tantric,
theosophical, hermetic and sufi. 'Angels of Desire' shows the
relevance of the subtle body for religion, philosophy, art
history and contemporary feminist religious studies and
theories of desire.
This book attempts to let the universal Upanisadic knowledge
and experience of Divinity and reality emerge from the
original texts and make it accessible to a broader western
oriented audience.The book is in text commentary format and
uses the method of p
The volume traces the intellectual history of Patanjala Yoga
philosophy from the early centuries of the Common Era
through the twentieth century. It also provides a systematic
discussions of the philosophy of classical Yoga. Particular
attention is given to the meaning of concentration (Samadhi),
engrossment (samapatti) and the extra-ordinary cognitive
capacities (vibhutis, siddhis) and the role that these notions
play in the Yoga philosophy, which are relevant for issues
currently under discussion in contemporary western
philosophy of mind. The volume compares and contrasts
classical yoga philosophy with classical Samkhya and with
Indian Buddhist thought. Although the primary focus of the
volume is on Patanjala Yoga, the system of Hatha Yoga and
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other satellite systems of Yoga are discussed as well, and an
attempt is made to differentiate clearly the classical system of
Yoga Sastra from Hatha Yoga and the other satellite
systems. Some twenty-eight Sanskrit texts of Patanjala. Yoga
are summarized or noted in the volume. Twenty-six volumes
of Hatha Yoga and the texts of some other satellite systems
are also included. Altogether the volume contains summaries
and or notations for some seventy-five Sanskrit texts.
Explores the relationship between health and religion based
on the model offered by the Hindu traditions of Yoga,
Ayurveda, and Tantra.
FROM SWEAT TO SAMADHI: The Path of ASTANGA YOGA
Beyond Power Yoga presents and explores the complete
journey of the classical astanga yoga system, from power
yoga to meditation and liberation. Bender Birch's first book,
the groundbreaking Power Yoga, introduced one level of
astanga yoga to mainstream America -- a high-heat, highenergy mind/body workout. Now, Beyond Power Yoga
presents all eight levels, or limbs, of this ancient method -- a
total practice for body and soul. Drawing a parallel between
astanga yoga's eight limbs and the mind/body energy centers
(chakras) of Eastern philosophy, Bender Birch shows us how
we can balance and heal our body, focus and relax our mind,
amplify and direct our energy (prana), and ultimately reclaim
our spiritual connection to Universal Consciousness. Each
chapter offers specific practices to help the reader uncover
and experience the insights of the astanga yoga journey. The
YAMAS: Exploring the Fundamentals The NIYAMAS: Doing
the Work ASANA: Practicing the Postures PRANAYAMA:
Breathing Mindfully PRATYAHARA: Turning Inward
DHARANA: Developing Concentration DHYANA:
Experiencing Meditation SAMADHI: Living Joyfully Presented
in the down-to-earth illuminating style and inspiring voice of
the author, illustrated with easy-to-follow photos, plus a
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special wall chart of the asana sequences, Beyond Power
Yoga offers a short form of the dynamic mind/body power
yoga method, then journeys through the deeper levels of
spiritual practice.

"Encyclopedia of World Religions" explores the
major religions of the world, emphasizing the living
faiths and their background. Each illustrated volume
provides access to the theological concepts,
personalities, historical events, institutions, and
movements that helped shape the history of each
religion and the way it is practiced.
Make sense out of confusing HIV/AIDS terminology!
Finally, here is a reference work that contains clear
and useful definitions of words, phrases, and
medical terms associated with HIV/AIDS! The
Encyclopedic Dictionary of AIDS-Related
Terminology is an easy-to-understand guide to all of
the mainstream jargon surrounding this epidemic.
This user-friendly volume brings you a number of
essential features, such as: popular and scientific
names of conditions and medicines listings of
addresses and contact information for organizations
and government agencies that are concerned with
HIV/AIDS definitions of historical terms,
abbreviations, and acronyms related to HIV/AIDS
details of corporate and organizational involvement
with HIV/AIDS research, prevention, and intervention
The Encyclopedic Dictionary of AIDS-Related
Terminology also includes entries that describe and
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relate to legal, social, psychological, and religious
issues, not just medical terms, to give readers a
complete source that will meet all of their needs.
With this single resource, you will be able to easily
and thoroughly understand the sometimes complex
jargon associated with HIV/AIDS. For librarians,
AIDS service organizations, people living with AIDS,
and the general public, the Encyclopedic Dictionary
of AIDS-Related Terminology is a comprehensive
guide to conditions and medical terms associated
with HIV/AIDS. Dates, histories, addresses,
telephone numbers, and Web site addresses are
included with many entries. Including words specific
to the epidemic as well as related psychosocial
phrases, this essential volume offers you definitions
of HIV/AIDS medications and listings of
organizations and government agencies that are
concerned with the disease.
A newly reorganized, up-to-date overview of key
reference works in philosophy published over the
past decade.
For more than 30 years, Yoga Journal has been
helping readers achieve the balance and well-being
they seek in their everyday lives. With every
issue,Yoga Journal strives to inform and empower
readers to make lifestyle choices that are healthy for
their bodies and minds. We are dedicated to
providing in-depth, thoughtful editorial on topics such
as yoga, food, nutrition, fitness, wellness, travel, and
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fashion and beauty.
In this study, philosopher and hatha practitioner
Mikel Burley places the soteriological system of
hatha-yoga within its proper context, drawing
attention to its continuity with Vedic religion, its
initiatory pedagogical structure, and to the theoretical
underpinnings of hatha practice. In particular, he
examines the complex notion of a `subtle bodily
matrix`--comprising vital channels (nadis), centres
(cakras) and forces (prana)--which is so crucial to
the discipline, this matrix being held to form, as it
were, a bridge between the gross physical and
mental spheres. Use is made of a wide range of
source materials, including seminal texts in the hatha
tradition such as the Hatha-Yoga-Pradipika and
Gheranda-Samhita, as well as primary and
secondary works from related streams of Indian
thought. The author`s approach is both scholarly and
accessible, making the study suitable for specialists,
practitioners and general readers alike. Hatha-yoga
is concerned with the most fundamental of matters:
the development of an ethical and spiritually-oriented
appreciation of humanity, the cultivation of maximal
health and perceptual acuity, and the quest for Selfrealisation. Absorbing and penetrating, Hatha-Yoga:
Its Context, Theory and Practice makes a valuable
contribution to our understanding of this subject.
This useful two-volume set will provide buyers of
subject encyclopedias with a substantial amount of
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valuable information they can use in making their
purchasing decisions. It will also provide all types of
librarians and their patrons with a quick, one-stop
method for locating the appropriate subject
encyclopedias for their needs and for locating
articles in the 100 encyclopedias. Librarians who
specialize in bibliographic instruction will also find it
to be a useful tool for teaching students how to
locate needed information.
This is the first book to describe the pharmacological
interaction of drugs and exercise with organ systems
at molecular and cellular levels. It explains the effect
of exercise on pharmacokinetics and
pharmacodynamics of drugs, and the activation or
induction of antioxidant enzymes which may take
place via the adenosine receptor or may occur due
to gene expression.
This Volume explores the enormous impact the
ethos of Muscular Christianity has had an on modern
civil society in English-speaking nations and among
the peoples they colonized. First codified by British
Christian Socialists in the mid-nineteenth century,
explicitly religious forms of the ideology have
persistently re-emerged over ensuing decades:
secularized, essentialized, and normalized versions
of the ethos - the public school spirit, the games
ethic, moral masculinity, the strenuous life - came to
dominate and to spread rapidly across class, status,
and gender lines. These developments have been
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appropriated by the state to support imperial military
and colonial projects. Late nineteenth and early
twentieth century apologists and critics alike widely
understood Muscular Christianity to be a key engine
of British colonialism. This text demonstrates the
need to re-evaluate the entire history of Muscular
Christianity comes chiefly from contemporary postcolonial studies. The papers explore fascinating case
materials from Canada, the U.S., India, Japan,
Papua, New Guinea, the Spanish Caribbean, and in
Britain in a joint effort to outline a truly international,
post-colonial sport history. This book was published
as a special issue of the International Journal of the
History of Sport.
Encyclopedic Dictionary of YogaParagon House
Publishers
A dramatic near-death experience change Yvonne
Kason's live forever and prompted her study of the
mystical experiences that fall beyond the everyday.
In this newly revised edition of the bestselling A
Farther Shore, Dr. Kason explores a wide range of
spiritually transformative experiences near-death
experiences, mystical experiences, spiritual
energy/kundalini episodes, psychic awakenings and
spontaneous inspired creativity by sharing
fascinating real-life stories. Farther Shores is an
inspiring book for those who have experiences the
extraordinary and for the health care professionals
whom they turn for help. Dr. Kason offers sound
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advice on how to use these occurrences for spiritual
growth and personal healing. an exceptional book
[that] takes the reader into a world where mystical
happenings bring direction and healing to our
everyday lives. Jyoti (Jeneane Prevatt, Ph.D.)
Former Director of the Spiritual Emergence Network
Author of An Angel. Called My Name a major
contribution to our understanding of a wide range of
spiritually transformative expe4ricences Kason is a
wise and knowledgeable guide in these realms, and I
can recommend her book with the greatest
enthusiasm. Kennith Ring, Ph.D. Professor Emeritus
of Psychology, University of Connecticut Author of
Healing Toward Omega and Lessons from the Light
builds a bridge between the scientific and the
spiritual, a bridge physicians will feel comfortable
crossing. Family Practice
Please note that if this title is purchased in
eBook/Kindle format, the audio (CD) portion will not
be included. One of the most enjoyable parts of a
yoga class comes when we rest in savasana—the
"corpse" pose—and realize deep serenity, a sense of
effortless joy, and a glimpse into our true nature as
unqualified presence. How is this so? Master teacher
Richard Miller explains that this experience is a
manifestation of yoga nidra, the meditative state of
mind-body union at the heart of all yoga practice. A
powerful integration of book and CD audio learning,
Yoga Nidra is an ancient tantric yoga path that leads
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to inner freedom. Through accessible language
appropriate for any level of practice, Miller takes us
step-by-step through the traditional techniques of
relaxation and meditation to help us move toward the
realization of "unqualified presence"—the ultimate aim
of yoga—a goal unreachable through posture practice
alone. Through his expert guidance, students will
experience: Deep relaxation for relief from day-today stress The development of "one-pointedness"—a
key to spiritual awakening Healing from painful
emotions, such as fear, grief, and anger More
effective and energizing sleep, and much more
Suitable for both beginners and advanced
practitioners—but new to most Westerners—Yoga
Nidra provides an unmatched way to experience the
culmination of the art of yoga, and the deeper
physical, emotional, and spiritual rewards that are its
promise.
First Published in 1998. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
A widely respected yoga scholar offers the first
comprehensive study of the philosophical concepts
of classical yoga, based on the Yoga Sutra of
Patanjali.
Millions of people practice some form of yoga, but
they often do so without a clear understanding of its
history, traditions, and purposes. This
comprehensive bibliography, designed to assist
researchers, practitioners, and general readers in
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navigating the extensive yoga literature, lists and
comments upon English–language yoga texts
published since 1981. It includes entries for more
than 2,400 scholarly as well as popular works,
manuals, original Sanskrit source text translations,
conference proceedings, doctoral dissertations, and
master’s theses. Entries are arranged alphabetically
by author for easy access, while thorough author,
title, and subject indexes will help readers find books
of interest.
This translation and commentary on an important
Hindu text on the Great Goddess envisions a
universe created and protected by a compassionate
female deity.
Explores the experience of yoga in the Yogasutra of
Patanjali.
" ... a major work ... an intellectual and cultural tour de
force. [Loutzenhiser's] range in the world of the
metaphysicians is sure. [His] sections on the arts [are]
most penetrating and offer original ideas and insights."
-Edward Bruce Bynum, author of The African
Unconscious, Director of Behavioral Medicine, University
of Massachusetts Amherst "I was impressed with the
range of issues and thinkers covered ... It is a rare
thinker who can find the thread that connects hegelian
phenomenology, transpersonal psychology, holonic
theory, the chakra system, the [prose] of Jack Kerouac
and the music of Sun Ra." -Samuel Oluoch Imbo, author
of An Introduction to African Philosophy " ... thoughtprovoking ... thoroughgoing " -Nikitah Okembe-ra Imani,
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associate professor of Sociology-Africentric Critical
Studies, James Madison University " ... brilliant and
intriguing ideas. [Loutzenhiser's] mind is amazing,
vigorous and rich." -John Davis, professor of
Transpersonal Psychology, Naropa University " ...
important." -Molefi Kete Asante, author of The
Afrocentric Idea
This book attempts to bridge the considerable gaps that
exist between spiritual philosophies and evidence-based
medicine and between the psychotherapeutic models of
the East and the West. Based on the insights of both the
ancient wisdom and modern medicine, this book
presents Yogic science not just as a set of physical
exercises or religious rituals but as theories about the
mind that have bio-psycho-social implications in relation
to health and illness. Drawing on his years of monastic
training and his extensive experiential, clinical and
research knowledge on the utility of Yoga meditation in
standardized and evidence-based medicine protocols,
the author describes symptom-specific clinical
applications of Yogic/meditative techniques using
standardized protocols for the various psychiatric and
psychosomatic conditions. In addition, he explains the
value of these techniques in reducing stress and
improving quality of life in healthy populations. Dr.
Pradhan names the proposed integrative model of
psychotherapy Yoga and Mindfulness Based Cognitive
Therapy (Y-MBCT). Unlike other models, Y-MBCT uses
Yoga in its entirety (all eight limbs, including meditation)
rather than piecemeal. The standardized and evidencebased format of Yoga meditation described in this book
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will help all aspiring Yoga practitioners and will hopefully
also provide the impetus for multicenter research studies
on the value of this ancient wisdom.
Entries provide detailed explanations of basic yoga
concepts, identify important teachers, and include
information on the history of yoga
Over 2,000 entries offer a guide to yoga's history,
schools, teachers, scriptures, and its technical
terminology
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